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Blue-footed boobies are among a vast wealth of wildlife that can be seen in the Galapagos Islands

Booted up for
the Galapagos
Touring the stunning archipelago is best done by cruise
ship to ensure an unforgettable floating adventure.
Sophie Griffiths sails around the islands with G Adventures

T

here is a sleek brown face
with puppy-dog eyes
speeding towards me.
Bubbles whizz from its
nose and rainbow-coloured fish dart
for cover as it rushes forwards. Just
as I think we are certain to collide,
it darts suddenly to the left and
performs a backward somersault,
scattering another shoal of fish. The
sea lion and I have been playing this

game for a while, and I’m still not
entirely sure what the rules are, but
he definitely seems to be winning.
Moments later, my attention is
diverted by a huge silhouette with
vast wings, gliding below us,
alongside which flies a smaller
shadow. Our guide, Pedro, later
informs us that these are eagle rays, a
mum and baby – distinguishable
by the small white dots that freckle

their black skin. A few minutes later, a
marine iguana sashays past, his tail
propelling him through the waves
towards dry land and the sun-soaked
lava rocks. Beneath us, a flightless
cormorant flits between rocks, fishing.
I have been snorkelling for less
than 30 minutes and have already
experienced more animal encounters
than many wildlife parks can offer.
We are at Moreno Point, on the

west coast of Isabela Island in the
Galapagos, on the third day of our
10-day G Adventures West Islands
tour. Our group comprises just 15
guests, with a mixture of nationalities
and ages, from 78-year-old Lars from
Sweden to 12-year-old Melissa from
London. It is a cruise unlike any I
have experienced before – 5.30am
starts, hikes across lava fields and
diving with sharks. It is not for those
hoping to lie back and catch some
rays while waiting for nature to come
to them. This is a tour for people
who want to meet nature face-toface – and then shake its hand.

Wilder side of life
That night, we sail across to
Espinosa Point on Fernandina island,
thankfully a shorter crossing than on
the previous two nights, which had
left most of us rolling around our
beds – the seas rougher than any of
us had anticipated for the Tropics.
The ringing of the ship’s bell at 7am
rouses us, and by 8.15am we are
Turn to 42
clambering across a
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the end of the trip, it totals 51 – 28 of
which are new for him. This includes
the extremely rare mangrove finch
that we spot the following day on
Isabela Island. Hans excitedly
explains that this is one of just 50-60
left in the world. “They only live
on this island – I’ve dreamed for
so long about seeing one,” he says.
For Lars-Erik Eriksson, 78,
snorkelling has been his highlight.
He says he has not found it easy
on account of his age, but wouldn’t
change a thing. “Seeing so many
incredible fish, and then being able to
come so close to the sea lions in their
natural habitat – it’s just so brilliant.”
Up close with a sealion

Sophie goes ashore daily during her Galapagos cruise to meet the locals

Early to bed, early to rise
landscape from another planet. The
lava ground is a vast expanse of
ribboned layers and solidified swirls
of black liquorice, as if the lava had
set only yesterday, which indeed it
could have done – the island’s only
volcano remains the most active in
the Galapagos and last erupted as
recently as 2009. We leap across
narrow deep fissures that fracture
the land and investigate small oases
that dot the landscape. In these
hidden pools of saline water ringed

Tried &
Tested
G ADVENTURES’
SAN JOSE
THE FACTS: A 16-passenger ship
with seven crew and eight large
cabins spread out across two
decks, the San Jose is a compact
ship that still manages to boast
spacious outdoor areas, enabling
passengers to make the most of
the equatorial sun. All rooms on
both the upper and lower decks
are of the same standard and
all meals are included.

THUMBS UP: The en-suite cabins
were much roomier than I had
expected, spread out across the
width of the deck. The two upper
decks were also nicely designed
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A frigate with its striking red gular sac

for sun worshippers – with sunbeds
available on the top deck – and those
wanting some respite from the heat,
with a large shady area by the bar.
The free welcome and farewell
cocktails were a great start and end
to the trip, while yummy free hot
snacks and various flavoured fruit
juices awaited us after each
excursion, and free packets of
biscuits were always available for
those still hungry. Travelling with

by mangrove trees, we find two
flamingos, their fiery pink feathers a
startling contrast against the deep
blackness of the landscape.
Later that day, we sail to Vicente
Roca Point, renowned for its colony
of flightless cormorants. We also
spot blue-footed boobies, their
aquamarine webbed feet bright
against the rocks. Sixty-year-old
Hans Terelius, a keen birdwatcher,
is busy adding them to the list he is
tallying of all the birds we see. By

Regardless of age, we all find
ourselves in bed by 10pm most
nights, exhausted from the actionpacked days. A typical morning
begins between 5.30am and 7am, and
starts with a guided walk across the
many different landscapes that the
islands offer. This is followed by
snorkelling trips before and after
lunch, and then an evening excursion.
There’s just time for a quick shower
before the half-hour briefing to
Turn to 44
discuss the next day’s

such a small group was also a
massive plus, enabling all of us to
constantly bombard our guide with
questions and experience the
Galapagos on a more personal level.

it being the end of the wet season,
when the sea is considered to
be warmer – around 25 degrees.
The three-course meals were
reasonably basic, with most
dinners comprising a rice and meat
dish, although with so many snacks
on offer throughout the day the
crew ensured nobody went hungry.

THUMBS DOWN: Having to pay
$5 each day for the hire of wetsuits
elicited a few grumbles from
passengers, especially as most
realised after the first day that they
were going to be a necessity, despite

SELL IT: The ship is ideal for
couples, singles, groups of
friends or anyone wanting a
more personalised guide to the
Galapagos. G Adventures’ 10-day
“Galapagos – West Islands aboard
the San Jose” itinerary includes
seven nights cruising the
archipelago, with prices starting
from £2,499pp. Price includes
internal flights from Quito to the
Galapagos but not international
flights.
■ gadventures.com
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activities, followed by dinner.
Our camera memory cards are just
as worn out. By the fourth day, I have
had to clear mine twice – and that’s
just for the creatures we have seen
on land. Sea lion pups have nursed by
our feet, marine iguanas have basked
en masse in front of us, Galapagos
hawks have perched in trees above
us, and Pacific green sea turtles have
mated in the waves crashing on to
Santa Cruz island as we stood in the
shallows and watched.
In the sea, we have dived with
penguins, watched dolphins twirl and
somersault around us, and dodged
tens of sea turtles as they grazed on
the seaweed-covered rocks below.
One of the hardest parts is trying
to keep back from the wildlife to
ensure we do not touch any animal –
officially, visitors are instructed to
stay at least two metres away from
all creatures within the archipelago.
However, it’s not an easy task when
sea lions lollop across our paths,
and marine iguanas lie camouflaged
against the black lava rocks.
As a national park, sustainability
remains a key issue for the
Galapagos. “There is currently a

Colourful species abound on the islands

moratorium on island construction
for hospitality buildings, and another
moratorium on permits being
handed out for tourist cruises,
capping the annual visitor rate at
around 200,000 passengers,” our
guide Pedro Guaycha explains.
In order to limit interference with
eco-systems and wildlife, since 2012
tour companies have been barred
from visiting the same location
within 15 days. Meanwhile,
authorities have also imposed strict
rules on cruise ships sailing in the
Galapagos waters. Guests are given
bottles of water, which they must
re-use, filling them from the onboard
water coolers. The ships use
desalinated water for the showers
and taps in the cabins, and they are
now required to install eco-friendly
engines or adapt existing ones in
order to reduce CO2 emissions.
The islands themselves are also
doing their utmost to preserve the
unique species they harbour. The
giant land tortoise centres on Isabela
and Santa Cruz islands operate
breeding programmes to replace the
vast numbers destroyed by foreign
animals introduced by Spanish
sailors such as feral goats and pigs,
which are in the process of being
eradicated.
On our last morning, as we are
leaving the ship, I spy the long black
silhouette of a tintorera – the local
name for white-tip reef shark – just
inches from the surface. It weaves
through the turquoise shallow, as if it
is waving us goodbye – a final offering
from the archipelago Charles Darwin
branded “a little world within itself”.

More ways to see the Galapagos

Silversea
Itineraries: Silversea’s Silver
Galapagos expedition ship
(pictured) launched in September
2013 and operates two sevennight itineraries in the Galapagos
on a two-week rotation. Both
itineraries are round-trips from
Baltra island, one heading to the
west, south and eastern islands,
the other encompassing the
northeast, central and southeast
islands. Highlights include
exploring underground natural
lava tunnels, climbing Prince
Philip’s Steps through a thriving
seabird colony, and cruising by
zodiac along scenic coastlines.
Ship: Silver Galapagos holds 100
guests in 50 ocean-view suites.
Onboard facilities include a
beauty salon, fitness centre and
library. There’s a Piano Bar and
Main Lounge for relaxation and
lectures, and meals are served
in the Restaurant and the Grill.
Book it: Fares start from £3,550
per person, for seven nights’
cruise only, based on two people
sharing an Explorer Suite,
departing on October 4, 2014.
■ silversea.com

Celebrity Cruises
Itineraries: Celebrity Cruises
is the only other major line to
operate in the Galapagos, on its
92-passenger Celebrity Xpedition,
launched in January 2001. The
ship offers seven-night round-trip
itineraries out of Baltra. Featured
Sunset in the Galapagos
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excursions include seeing the rare
Floreana Mockingbird on the tiny
island of Champion, taking a
scenic cruise along the islands of
Isabela and Fernandina, or getting
the blood pumping with an inland
hike and snorkelling from the
Black Beach on Isla Santiago.
Ship: The onboard restaurant is
named Darwin’s, in homage to the
British naturalist who developed
his theory of evolution after
visiting the islands. For lighter
bites, there is the Beagle Grill.
There’s also a library, a hot tub on
the Sunrise Deck, a Blue Finch Bar
on the Panorama Deck, and the
Discovery Lounge, where nightly
lectures are hosted.
Book it: Fares start from £3,049
for seven nights’ cruise only,
based on two people sharing an
oceanview stateroom, departing
on January 3, 2016.
■ celebritycruises.co.uk

